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Welcome to our AUTUMN 2022 edition of Clarity. Our aim is to deliver greater
clarity and understanding to our clients on the current and emerging accounting
and audit issues. We also look to provide thought leadership, and share our
knowledge and expertise, in areas that will solve problems and create solutions
for clients. We hope you find this edition of value and please feel free to contact
your local Audit and Assurance Partners for any further assistance.

The common themes of ESG
An increasing number of companies, across all industries, are paying close attention
to Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) considerations, transparently measuring
their performance to be more attractive customers and investors.
Laura Mackowiak
Senior Manager

PKF Sydney & Newcastle

lmackowiak@pkf.com.au

••

“It is clear that ESG is
no longer a buzzword
that only applies to
a small percentage
of the world’s largest
companies. Today, it
is a common business
approach fuelled by
growing popularity
among consumers
and investors.

”

What is ESG?
The Corporate Financial Institute describes
ESG as the environmental, social and
governance “criteria that altogether establish
the framework for assessing the impact of
the sustainability and ethical practices of a
company on its financial performance and
operations.”
Each component in detail:
Environmental
The environmental component of ESG
concerns a company’s impact on the planet,
including energy and natural resource usage,
production and treatment of waste, pollution
output and any impact on the environment,
plants or animals. Companies that prioritise
ESG measure their energy and resource
consumption and develop plans to reduce
their impact on the environment.
Social
The second component of ESG, social,
examines how companies interact with
employees, customers, partners and
the communities in which they conduct
business. Employee-related considerations
include wages, workplace safety, and
diversity and inclusion (D&I). Socially-minded
companies work to understand the social
impact they have on the regions in which
they manufacture, derive resources or
conduct operations.
Governance
Governance looks at an organisation’s
leadership team, executive pay rates,
investor relations, financial data availability
and more. Governance-related ESG
practices aim to develop ethical and
transparent governing systems.
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Some governance controls include
anti-money laundering policies, segregation
of duties and transparency policies.

Common ESG areas of focus
Each company applies ESG principles
to their operations differently, based
on their specific industry, business setup
and strategic areas of focus. Some of the
major ESG areas that businesses are
tackling today include:
Supply chain
Prioritisation of efficient supply chains
continues to grow. The pandemic
has exposed weaknesses, like lack
of transparency and poor compliance
structures, in supply chains worldwide.
Strategies to fortify supply chains as part
of a broader ESG plan include enhanced
tracking, assessing compliance with human
rights and fair labour practices, building
resilience and transparency of chain of
custody for production inputs.
Disclosures
Company disclosure on ESG factors is
anticipated to be a top ESG trend for the
next decade. According to FTI Consulting,
intensified pressure from investors and more
corporate governance reform is likely to
push ESG disclosures into the mainstream.
Companies looking to meet modern ESG
standards will need to prepare disclosures
that speak to a variety of stakeholders,
including employees, customers, partners
and regulatory agencies. These disclosures
broaden the scope of material information
for investors to digest and use in making
their decisions.

Carbon emissions

A growing opportunity

Driven by research on climate change
and governmental sanctions around
carbon emissions, companies are
increasingly building plans to measure,
establish targets for, and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and
setting goals to reach net-zero carbon
emissions. Even sectors that contribute
heavily to carbon emissions, such
as the fossil fuels, transportation and
agriculture, are shifting toward more
energy-efficient operations, renewable
energy sources and more.

The corporate benefits of embracing
ESG can be substantial, and they are
growing.

“Company disclosure on
ESG factors is anticipated
to be a top ESG trend for
the next decade.”

There is the opportunity to be more
attractive to consumers and investors.
ESG considerations affected over
$40 trillion of investment decisions
globally in 2020 (according to Pensions
& Investments), and an increasing
number of consumers are demanding
transparency in relation to ESG
practices and investment decisions
(Forbes).
There is also the opportunity to
enhance business performance.
In an aggregation of over 2,000
empirical studies, The Journal of
Sustainable Finance and Investment

found in 63% of analyses a positive
correlation between ESG efforts and
corporate performance. Additionally,
the Standard & Poors 500 (one of
the most commonly followed equity
indices of 500 large companies listed
on United States stock exchanges) was
outperformed by the S&P ESG Index
over the past year.
It is clear that ESG is no longer a
buzzword that only applies to a small
percentage of the world’s largest
companies. Today, it is a common
business approach fuelled by growing
popularity among consumers and
investors.
Contact your local PKF Audit &
Assurance Partner to learn more about
the opportunities associated with an ESG
focus for business. I
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Time to consider ESG in your
risk management framework?
Amy Daley
Manager

PKF Sydney & Newcastle
adaley@pkf.com.au

••

Environmental – refers to the
environmental impact of our
operations, which includes
carbon emissions, energy
and water usage, waste and
resources required.
Social – refers to humans
and our interdependence, or
the social contract between
the business and the ‘wider
world’, which includes customer
satisfaction, community
engagement and partnerships,
diversity, equity and inclusion,
and the employee experience.
Governance – refers to
key systems, controls and
procedures to ensure effective
risk management and
compliance, including stakeholder
engagement, adequate board
skills and capability, and fraud
and corruption prevention.

A business’s Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) approach can incorporate a
broad range of elements, from environmental impacts, corporate governance, community
and employee engagement, diversity, equity and inclusion.

Why should we bother, what are
the benefits?
Recent industry publications note that more
than 70% of Australian companies are
now monitoring and reporting ESG related
information.
The benefits of improved ESG monitoring and
oversight include:
• increased revenue and profitability – the
ability to retain existing, and attract new
and diverse market share;
• p
 ositive reputation and stakeholder
relationships – inclusive of talent attraction
and retention, and the ability to identify
and pursue new and innovative business
opportunities;
• enhanced operational efficiency and
cost savings – with increased awareness
and oversight of business operations,
and a clear objective to identify and
progress opportunities for reduced risk
exposure, and enhanced performance and
productivity; and
• improved systems, processes and controls
to support effective decision making, and
demonstrate compliance with applicable
legislative and regulatory obligations.

Where to from here?
We would suggest that the first steps towards
developing your ESG framework involve:
• mapping the various key controls,
systems, policies and initiatives already
established or in development, such as
community engagement, work health and
safety, privacy and data security, modern
slavery, fraud and corruption prevention,
environmental sustainability and diversity
equity and inclusion;

• identifying gaps and improvement
opportunities as relevant to your strategic
and operational objectives and industry;
and
• d
 evelopment of a draft ESG strategy
and enhancement roadmap that can be
used to facilitate stakeholder awareness
and engagement, and ensure your ESG
framework is understood, adequately
prioritised and resourced with appropriate
Board and senior management monitoring
and oversight.

What else do I need to consider?
Experts suggest that when thinking about
ESG we should maintain an ‘outside-in’
perspective and stay focused on ‘value
creation’.
It is important to ensure information included
within the framework is consistent, accurate
and in line with the organisation’s goals
and strategy to avoid potential reputational
damage and financial loss.
We recommend, when mapping the current
state, organisations identify opportunities
to leverage existing processes, policies
and reporting to achieve an enhanced and
more consolidated view of ESG related risk
management and performance.
We will discuss your needs then deliver
a fit-for-purpose solution that provides
your organisation with an accurate view
of current state, as well as targeted, practical
improvement suggestions that will help
you continue to mature and enhance your
framework post our involvement.
For tailored, efficient and effective advice and
support, please reach out to the capable
team at PKF today. I

“When thinking about ESG we should maintain an ‘outside-in’
perspective and stay focused on value creation.”
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NFP mergers - an increase
on the horizon and what to
consider
There has been a significant uptick in merger and acquisition activity across the
for-profit sector over the last 12 months, however merger activity in the not for profit
(NFP) sector has been fairly slow in comparison.

Our current environment
According to the AICD’s 2021 NFP
Governance and Performance Study
released in November 2021, merger activity
was at its lowest point since the study
commenced ten years ago. Eighteen per
cent of respondents in the NFP study
reported that they were discussing a merger,
compared to 33% of respondents in the
2016 study just five years earlier. Five per
cent reported to be undertaking a merger,
compared to 8% in 2016.
Many NFPs have responded well to the
pandemic challenges of the last two years
through revenue diversification, implementing
efficient cost cutting measures and having
effective risk management frameworks in
place. Eighty-four per cent of respondents in
the AICD study reported making a profit or
break even in 2021.
Government stimulus packages have helped
prop up many businesses, including NFPs,
which may have already been struggling.
What will happen to these organisations
now that stimulus packages have ceased?
Add to this the financial pressure of lower
cash reserves, the increase in interest
rates, increased geopolitical tension, and
uncertainty in global markets. Will we see
more merger activity over the coming years?

Is now the time to consider a merger?
Mergers can be seen as a last resort option
for struggling NFPs, but, on the flip side,
they can also be a means to better meet
the needs of the community, with increased
efficiencies through pooling of overheads
and administration costs, and increased
opportunities for funding allowing an
organisation to expand its reach and impact.
Conducting proper due diligence will help
ensure a seamless merger transition and the
alignment of the mission and objectives of
the two organisations. NFPs should consider
the following when undergoing due diligence
procedures:

• c
 ultural alignment – What are the
cultural implications of the merger?
Are organisational values aligned and how
will you engage your staff and volunteers?
• s
 ocial outcomes – How will you
measure the effectiveness of the acquired
organisation? Social outcomes are not
always easily measured through a balance
sheet and P&L.
• b
 oard structure – what will your new
board look like? Do your directors have
the required skillset to future proof the
organisation and achieve its intended
mission and objectives? Would you benefit
from having an independent governance
review?
• integration of processes – How will
you integrate systems, processes and
resources leading up to and on transition?
• w
 orkplace compliance – Workplace
compliance is complicated, and the
landscape is always changing. Do you
understand the legislative requirements
and nuances of the organisation you are
acquiring?
• t ax consequences – NFPs that
are subject to mutuality need to also
be mindful of any unintended tax
consequences arising on acquisition.
The acquisition of land and buildings
upon amalgamation could carry with it
a significant tax liability.

Kym Reilly
Partner

PKF Sydney & Newcastle
kreilly@pkf.com.au

••

“Mergers can be
seen as a last resort
option for struggling
NFPs, but, on the
flip side, they can
also be a means to
better meet the needs
of the community,
with increased
efficiencies through
pooling of overheads
and administration
costs, and increased
opportunities for
funding allowing an
organisation to expand

”

its reach and impact.

• a
 ccounting expertise – Special
considerations need to be addressed
when accounting for combinations of
mutual entities. Do you require assistance
from accounting experts?
In essence, a merger could significantly
improve a NFPs chance of long-term
sustainability, and raise governance
standards, if the due diligence result is
positive.
Contact your local PKF Audit & Assurance
Partner should you require any guidance on
the M&A process. I
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Strategic reporting to add value
Ken Weldin
Partner

PKF Melbourne

kweldin@pkf.com.au

Late last year, PKF supported the Governance Institute’s National Not-for-Profit Forum
with a keynote address on strategic reporting to add value. As progress through 2022,
we continue to see board and management teams reflect on how to ensure their external
reporting is impactful and adds value. More often than not, the question then turns to ‘how
does it help to tell our story?’
In responding to this, the default is frequently
to use financial reporting based on:
• debits and credits

•

“With the
not-for-profit and
charity sector,
Purpose is absolutely
crucial and lies at the
heart of the many
important beliefs,
services, value,
benefits and impact
that the sector

”

delivers.

• financial statements
• disclosure notes
• accounting standards.
Those who progress beyond this may
consider exercises such as operating and
financial review or management discussion
and analysis statements.

Not for profit and purpose
With the not for profit and charity sector,
Purpose is absolutely crucial and lies at the
heart of the many important beliefs, services,
value, benefits and impact that the sector
delivers.

As such financial reporting typically features
historical performance and results. Does this
truly add value about what the organisation
is doing? How do we manage an aversion to
forward-looking statements yet bring to life our
story?
The answer lies in developing your own
pathway to strategic reporting that adds value.

First of all what does strategic mean?
A classical definition of strategic talks about
plans for the long term - as distinct from short
term or indeed the past. It talks about aims
and objectives before then linking them to
achievements.
For any organisation today thinking in this way
will often involve consideration of:
• purpose
• reason for being
• a sense of resolve
• intention and objective.
Many may be familiar with the work of Simon
Sinek and his proposition that everything
starts with the ‘Why.’ Perhaps another way of
looking at this is the concept of Social Licence
to Operate.
Do you know your Why? Your Purpose? How
would you articulate your Social License to
Operate?
Workshopping such areas is always a
worthwhile exercise. Firstly, to make sure
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board and management, while not necessarily
100% lined up, are at least broadly on the
same page. Secondly, because the context
we all operate in changes - and hasn’t the last
two years taught us that!

As a not for profit, you will most likely know
your ‘Why’ as Simon Sinek would ask us
in terms of the community or demographic
you are established to serve. So let’s go a bit
deeper.
• Why do you exist?
• Who benefits from your work?
• W
 hose experience is improved by what you
do?
• Who would miss you if you did not exist?
What would that look like in a workshop
in your NFP?
When was the last time you asked these
questions?
Would you have answered any of these
questions differently 12 months ago?
24 months ago?
So if we take these discussions and
deconstruct them into simple language:
• Think about your story
• The story of who you are
• Why you are here
• How do you do it

Can you talk about your:
• inputs
• outputs
• a
 nd importantly your outcomes,
your Impacts?
If I gave you five minutes to write
down your outcomes and impacts,
I wonder how many of you would talk
about revenue, profit ratios, fixed asset
depreciation rates or similar measures
that would commonly be found within
a traditional set of accounts?

So what next?
A pathway to value reporting can learn
from those who do this well and what
has inspired them to tell their story and
how.

Chartered Accountants Australia New
Zealand institute and their annual
charity reporting awards.

In 2020, the ACNC commissioned a
report on the back of the bushfires
partly to address concerns that large
sums of money had been raised and
were perhaps not always going to the
purpose (that word again) that was
intended.

• Housing First a community housing
association where I am proud to
serve as a director. Again visual,
clean, informative presentation
around how we meet our purpose
that having a place to call home offers
a powerful primary protection from
disruption and harm.

In telling the story of what they did
with the money and how they added
value Australian Red Cross Society,
NSW Rural Fire Service Trust, Wildlife
Information Rescue & Education Service
were all commended by the ACNC
for the clarity with which they told their
story. While numbers, dollars and cents
were mentioned, there was more focus
on what, why and how, inputs, outputs
and impact.

• Stenhousemuir FC. Yes, you read
that right. Stenhousemuir FC currently
sitting towards the bottom end of
the Scottish football pyramid. Yes,
there is a league table, or ladder, with
games played won lost drawn, goals
for and against, this demonstrates
their impact in their community and
how they are committed to help
those around them impacted by the
pandemic.

Some further good examples
include the following which feature
organisations of all shapes and sizes:

If a small part time community club run
by volunteers can do this, do you think
you can?

• U
 nilever’s story on a page, visually
tells what they do, why and how while
cross referencing to the expectations
of their stakeholders. I really like it - it
is clean, simple and informative.
• B
 ernardo’s NZ. They were one
of a number of NFPs commended
for their reporting, not so much the
annual financial statements of course,
but more how they tell the story
of their impact. Further materials
here for can be found through the

Where can I learn more
Each of the above examples provide
good material for you to research and
draw inspiration from.
The Unilever example is particularly
interesting because it draws on
concepts of:

Some of you may have heard of these
areas before and may well be thinking
these ideas are for the ‘top end of
town’:
• ‘Too complicated for us’
• ‘That is for big corporations’
• ‘We don’t have the resources for a
standalone report’
Looking at the way in which Unilever
and the other examples above present
their value and tell their story, can you
find your version or your interpretation?
Using knowledge that is already within
your grasp consider:
• It is why you are with your
organisation as an individual?
• It is what you heard in your interview?
• W
 hat attracted you there?
• It is what you said last time you hired
someone?
With an open mind, collaboration
with colleagues and an ability to view
yourself as others see you finding your
way of answering their questions will set
you on the path of strategic reporting
that adds value.
Contact your local Audit & Assurance
Partner at PKF if your organisation
needs help to build confidence in their
reporting and get closer to their goals. I

• integrated reporting
• sustainability reporting, and
• the emerging area of Extended
External Reporting.
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About PKF
PKF brings clarity to business problems with simple, effective and seamless solutions
that break down barriers for sustainable growth.
PKF Australia firms are members of the PKF International Limited (PKFI) network of legally
separately owned firms in 440 offices, operating in 150 countries across five regions.
In Australia, PKF offers clients the expertise of more than 94 Partners and 750 staff, across audit,
taxation and specialist advisory services.
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